
Improvements to Congregation Beth Israel, Portland, Oregon 
Richard Bosch Architect 255 SW Harrison Street Suite TH11 Portland, Oregon Interior elevations and details A3

South Elevation

East Elevation

West Elevation

North Elevation

New light valence

New wood closet, details and materials to be 
determined by Owner

Existing electrical outlets

New wood panel wainscot, dado, and base, 
materials and details determined by Owner, to 
match details of Shemanski Chapel

Existing doors, windows, outlets and heating 
registers to remain, typical

5' - 2" a.f.f.

8" a.f.f.

5' - 2" a.f.f.

8" a.f.f.

8' 0" high

5' - 2" a.f.f.

8" a.f.f.

New wood closet, details and 
materials to be determined by Owner

Relocate existing thermostat, at 
Owner's direction

New wood panel wainscot, dado, and 
base, materials and details to be 
determined by Owner

Remove existing outlet

Existing doors, window to remain

8' 0" high 

5' - 2" a.f.f.

8" a.f.f.

Existing electrical outlets

New wood panel wainscot, dado, and 
base, materials and details by Owner, to 
match Shemanski Chapel

Existing doors, windows, outlets and 
heating registers to remain, typical

TASK 3 - MILLER ROOM INTERIOR MODIFICATIONS TASK 2 - PLAN AND SECTION DETAILS

11' - 8 1/2" 
ceiling height at Miller Room

10' - 2" ceiling height
at Hallways 1 and 2

Existing framing [which had been set back from 
wall through previous permit for this purpose]

Existing ceiling

Remove section of existing ceiling to create 
reveal

Remove non-structural infill wall up to outer edge 
of concrete window surrounds

Repair edge of shear wall to remain and add 
return to existing masonry, to match existing 2-hr 
separation
  
Provide backer rod with fire caulk between 
masonry and new gwb return

New 1/2" X 8" gwb decorative panel surrounding 
new opening

New acoustic plaster interior finish

New wood light valence and picture hanging rail, material 
and detail to be determined by Owner

New 1 X wood casing around head, jamb and sill, material to 
be selected by Owner

Existing wood-clad mullion and cover plate, typical

New FireLite system - model Fireframe "designer series" 
steel frame - 60-minute glazing - color and opacity to be 
determined by Owner - with 1/4" set back from face of wall

Existing Hope's steel window assembly

Existing concrete sill [exterior] - provide leveling to set 
FireLite assembly, using metal shim or cement, as 
determined by Owner and Contractor

Existing 8" reinforced concrete wall and window surround

New wood wainscot set on 1 X furring strips, Owner to 
determine material and dado detail - see Interior Elevations 
A3 for location and extents - top of dado = 5' - 2"

New shelf/sill, material to be gypsum board with plaster 
finish - maintain integrity of 2-hr separation and of seismic 
separation

Existing 3 1/2" brick veneer, typ.

2-hr firestop material as required

Typical sill and head details
0"    3"    6"         12"

1" = 18" at drawing full size

New 1 X wood casing around head, jamb and sill, 
material to be selected by Owner

Top of dado at 5' - 2" and wainscot below

Existing plaster, provide new acoustic skim coat 
to be determined by Owner and Contractor 

Existing wood sill [interior]

Existing 8" reinforced concrete wall and 
     window surround
Existing Hope's steel window assembly

Existing concrete sill [exterior]

Existing 3 1/2" brick veneer

Existing seismic joint at floor and 
ceiling structural assemblies

Existing shear wall, to remain

2-hr firestop material as required

Remove non-structural infill wall up to outer 
edge of concrete window surrounds

Repair edge of shear wall to remain and add 
return to existing masonry, to match existing 
2-hr separation
  
Provide backer rod with fire caulk between 
masonry and new gwb return

New 1/2" X 8" gwb decorative panel surrounding 
new opening

Typical plan details
0"    3"    6"         12"

1" = 18" at drawing full size

New FireLite system - model Fireframe 
"designer series" steel frame - 60-minute 
glazing - color and opacity to be determined by 
Owner - with 1/4" set back from face of wall

Align mullions with existing window divisions

Existing wood-clad mullion 
and cover plate, typical

New shelf/sill, material to 
be gypsum board with 
plaster finish - maintain 
integrity of 2-hr 
separation and of seismic 
separation

New light valence

New wood closet, details and materials 
to be determined by Owner

Existing electrical outlets

New wood panel wainscot, dado, and 
base, materials and details by Owner, to 
match the Shemanski Chapel

Existing doors, windows, outlets and 
heating registers to remain

8' - 0" high

New light valence

New light valence

New acoustic plaster, typ.

New acoustic plaster, typ.

New acoustic plaster, typ.

0'   1'                   5'                        10'

1/4" = 1' - 0" when drawing is full size [18 X 24]

Existing doors, windows, outlets and 
heating registers to remain, typical


